CHECKLIST:

DOES YOUR BUSINESS NEED
A MORE RUGGED TIME CLOCK?
Workers in labor-driven industries are seldom stationary, which
means they need timekeeping hardware that can go everywhere
they do and withstand any environment where work is to
be done.
Is your organization in need of an upgrade to a more durable
and mobile time clock? Use these questions to guide you as
you consider a potential upgrade.
Do you employ workers in labor-driven industries?

Labor-driven industries are generally fields where workers spend a significant portion
of their workday on their feet, behind a wheel, or working with their hands. That includes
employers in areas such as manufacturing, construction, agriculture, trucking, and logistics.

Are your worksites outdoors or exposed to the elements?

Construction sites, manufacturing facilities, agricultural fields, and other blue-collar
workspaces need drop-proof, weather-resistant, and all-around rugged time and
attendance hardware durable enough to withstand their environments.

Do you need your workforce to transfer job codes while onsite?

Being able to transfer job codes without having to manually record data or find a physical
time clock saves valuable time, increases accuracy, and ensures data is tracked to the
correct job.

Are you concerned about employee time fraud?

Fraudulent time and attendance practices like buddy-punching and overreported hours
can be harder to catch in a mobile work environment. A time clock with facial recognition
capability allows employers to be sure that the person performing the work is who they
claim to be, while also keeping compliant with all relevant privacy laws.

Do your workers report to different worksites depending on the day?
For businesses operating across multiple locations, a mobile time clock solution
provides consistency and easy access.
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Does your workforce operate in areas with limited cellular
Does
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or internet
service? operate in areas with limited cellular
or internet service?

For jobs that take workers to remote locations or areas with limited online connectivity,
For jobs that take workers to remote locations or areas with limited online connectivity,
a device that can record and store data securely until it can be transferred to the cloud
a device that can record and store data securely until it can be transferred to the cloud
is a huge benefit.
is a huge benefit.

Do your employees’ jobs require extensive driving?
Do
your employees’ jobs require extensive driving?
Workers in industries like transportation, agriculture, and healthcare are frequently
Workers in industries like transportation, agriculture, and healthcare are frequently
on the road, making stationary time clocks impractical for tracking their hours.
on the road, making stationary time clocks impractical for tracking their hours.

Do you have trouble managing breaks or overtime?
Do
you have trouble managing breaks or overtime?
Keeping compliant with federal, state, and local requirements surrounding breaks,
Keeping compliant with federal, state, and local requirements surrounding breaks,
meals, and overtime for workers in the field can be a challenge without real-time
meals, and overtime for workers in the field can be a challenge without real-time
time tracking capabilities.
time tracking capabilities.
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Workplace injuries lead to costly downtime and production delays that labor-driven
Workplace injuries lead to costly downtime and production delays that labor-driven
employers can’t afford. Mobile time and attendance tools help to eliminate extra
employers can’t afford. Mobile time and attendance tools help to eliminate extra
movement and the risk of injury.
movement and the risk of injury.

Are you aiming to boost overall productivity?
Are
you aiming to boost overall productivity?
Keeping track of time and attendance, correcting errors, and adjusting schedules
Keeping track of time and attendance, correcting errors, and adjusting schedules
can eat up a lot of time for employees and administrators alike. Automating and
can eat up a lot of time for employees and administrators alike. Automating and
mobilizing those functions saves time and money across the board.
mobilizing those functions saves time and money across the board.
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Ascentis can help you maintain a more productive, compliant and profitable workplace.
Ascentis can help you maintain a more productive, compliant and profitable workplace.
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